School Building Advisory Committee
State of the Town, November 15, 2014
Community Feedback Activity
-

Today you will see the outlines of 3 “families” of school renovation projects.

-

As we think about refining our choices, the School Committee and SBAC need your
guidance!

-

We know that everyone comes to this exercise with a different level of information — it is a
lot to process in a short period of time, so we welcome “gut reactions” as well as detailed
analysis.

-

We are asking you for two (2) types of feedback:
1. As of today, if Lincoln had to fully fund renovations, towards which renovation family
would you lean? (1 Green Dot)
2. What are your comments/questions? (Green, Orange, and Pink sticky notes)

Directions:
1. Place your 1 GREEN DOT on the renovation family you
would choose if Lincoln had to fully fund a project. (For now,
assume that there is no State contribution: The decision about
whether to apply will be discussed later this winter and at Town
Meeting.)

2. Give us your comments — You may use as many/few notes as you
like, and can put them on multiple renovation families.
-

“I LIKE” — Use the GREEN STICKY NOTES to tell us what you
like about the choices. (i.e. I like the idea of having a cafeteria that the
community can use after school.)

-

“I WISH” — Use the ORANGE STICKY NOTES to tell us what’s
missing or unclear. (i.e. I wish we included more areas for the arts; even
those that could be used by the wider community.)

-

“I WONDER” — Use the PINK STICKY NOTES to wonder about
anything. (i.e. I wonder if we could add photovoltaic panels to any of these
options.)

The SBAC will compile all of the feedback and report it back out to the community at
Public Forum #3 on December 2nd, 2014 (7:00pm, Location TBD). Thank you!!!
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